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Must Know Workbook
Simon and Schuster
The King’s Indian
Defence is arguably
the most ambitious and
exciting way to play
against 1.d4. Black
wants to start an
early attack on his
opponent’s king,
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relying on the dynamic
potential of his
position. The KID has
been a favourite of
legendary attacking
players such as
Mikhail Tal, Bobby
Fischer and Garry
Kasparov, and remains
highly popular at club
level. Victor Bologan
presents a complete
King’s Indian
repertoire for Black
that is much more than
just a lucidly
explained and very
playable set of
responses. In many
lines he presents two
options to handle the
Black position.
Bologan’s explanations
are accessible for a
wide range of players
and he provides the
reader with a thorough
grounding in the
strategic and tactical
motifs. White players
can benefit from this
book as well, since
the author looks at
Downloaded from

all the lines from both
sides. During his
research, Bologan has
found many new ideas
and resources. He has
also included several
offbeat sidelines that
will enable you to
surprise your
opponent. With this
book under your belt
you can go to your
next tournament with
confidence. You will
win many exciting
games with Bologan’s
King’s Indian!
Vassily Ivanchuk Your
Jungle Guide
Every chess player needs
a high-quality answer to
1.e4, and there is nothing
more reliable than 1...e5.
Black stakes a claim in the
centre and prepares to
deploy his pieces on good
squares. The challenge
nowadays is to build a
robust repertoire without
being overwhelmed by the
volume of material and
continual advances in
opening theory. In Playing
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1.e4 e5 A Classical
Greek grandmaster
Repertoire, Nikolaos Ntirlis Vassilios Kotronias
offers the best of both
discusses their strengths,
worlds: a complete
weaknesses and presents
repertoire against 1.e4,
suggested improvements
built on sound positional
principles, which does not where necessary. The
require excessive
Breyer Variation of the
memorization. Against the Ruy Lopez is the
Spanish the author
brainchild of Hungarian
recommends the Breyer
hypermodern Gyula
System, one of the most
Breyer. He suggested the
stable, computer-proof
options at Black s disposal. paradoxical knight retreat
The Scotch, Italian, Four
9...Nb8 early in the 20th
Knights and various other century. Although its
sidelines and gambits are
soundness has been
handled with the same
confirmed in many
clarity and efficiency."

Grandmaster Repertoire
2B - Dynamic Defences
Quality Chess
Two Solid, Strategically
Complex Ways to Meet
the Spanish! The Breyer
and Zaitsev Variations of
the Ruy Lopez are two of
the most dynamic lines
played today. Examining
them from both White and
Black’s point of view,
Downloaded from

grandmaster games for
over a century, there is
surprisingly little which
has been written about it.
This book has just
changed all that. The
Zaitsev Variation was one
of Anatoly Karpov’s
workhorses in his title
matches against Garry
Kasparov. Formulated by
the brilliant theoretician
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Igor Zaitsev, it can be
Breyer and Zaitsev
found in the repertoires of Systems, but also
some of the leading
broaden our horizons to
grandmasters of our era. our approach to chess in
As the author notes in his general. His explanations
introduction, this is an
are quite clear and the
objective presentation of lines he provides are
two excellent opening
logical and concrete. This
variations for Black, from new book is aimed for all
which players sitting on
ages and chess levels.
either side of the board
Welcome to the
may profit. The play is
fascinating world of
strategically complex,
Breyer and Zaitsev! –
tactically rich and will
Alexei Shirov, from his
improve you as both a
Foreword
player and connoisseur of The Art of the Tarrasch
Defence New In Chess
the game. Kotronias’
clear writing style, coupled King's Indian Warfare is a
practical guide to the most
with in depth analysis,
dynamic and ambitious defense
makes for a splendid
against 1.d4. Learn to play the
opening manual on two of
King's Indian like a world-class
the most topical – and
attacker from a life-long expert.
solid – variations of the
Inside Smirin annotates his best
Ruy Lopez. Vasilios
games in the King's Indian,
Kotronias has managed to explaining his successes,
not only teach us (myself including his mini-match of
included) some important four games over a decade
theory and practice of the against former World
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Champion Vladimir Kramnik, opportunities. The King’s
which Smirin won 21/2-11/2.
Indian Defence appeals to
From sacrificial feasts to
players who arrive at the
positional masterclasses, this
board prepared for a fight.
book has it all.

Carlsen's Assault on the
Throne Quality Chess Uk
Llp
The King’s Indian is a
hugely popular opening at
all levels of chess. Rather
than attempting to secure
early equality, Black is
fighting for the initiative
from the very first moves.
White is allowed to build up
an early central advantage
but Black relies on the
middlegame, hoping that
the central installations that
White has constructed will
become unwieldy and
vulnerable to a devastating
counterattack. In many
variations, White pursues
material or strategic gains
but in return Black has
tactical and attacking
Downloaded from

The Move by Move series
provides an ideal format for
the keen chessplayer to
improve their game. While
reading you are continually
challenged to answer
probing questions – a
method that greatly
encourages the learning and
practising of vital skills just as
much as the traditional
assimilation of chess
knowledge. Carefully
selected questions and
answers are designed to keep
you actively involved and
allow you to monitor your
progress as you learn. This is
an excellent way to study
chess while providing the
best possible chance to retain
what has been learnt. *
Everything you need to
know about the King’s
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Indian Defence. * The Q and Fishing Pole. None of them
contained any wild attacking
A approach emphasizes
ideas that can stream from
plans and strategies. *
opening gambits such as the
Written by an expert on the Blackmar-Diemer Gambit, King's
opening.
Gambit, Scotch Gambit,
King's Indian Warfare New In
Chess
As a Chess Master who has spent
many years playing aggressive
and attacking chess, I was quite
dismayed during a recent visit to
my local bookstore. I was in
search of a book that covered an
array of attacks against many
Pawn formations in an organized
fashion. Needless to say, my
search came up empty. The
books on attacking fell short in
many ways. Many of the books
were simply a small collection of
attack games with no instruction
about the art of attacking or
about the skills required to
become a great attacker. None of
them provided the reader with
any reference information about
attacking or the weaknesses of
various Pawn formations. None
of them contained games with
attacking themes like the Traxler
Variation of the Two Knight's
Defense, and the Jack Young
Downloaded from

Nakhmanson Gambit, etc. 500
pages, 435 games, Figurine Chess
Notation.

Formation Attacks Batsford
The King s Indian Defense
is one of Black s most
dynamic and aggressive
responses to 1.d4. A
favourite weapon of both
Fischer and Kasparov, it
remains a popular choice at
all levels of play. In this, the
second volume of the
Kotronias on the King s
Indian series, grandmaster
Vassilios Kotronias turns his
attention to the main line of
the famous Mar del Plata
variation, which arises after
the opening moves 1.d4 Nf6
2.c4 g6 3.Nc3 Bg7 4.e4 d6
5.Nf3 0 0 6.Be2 e5 7.0 0
Nc6 8.d5 Ne7 9.Ne1. This
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many problems. Great fighters
leads to some of the most
like Boris Spassky, Paul Keres
complicated and
and Garry Kasparov have
theoretically challenging
played the Tarrasch Defence.
positions in the King s
Former Russian Champion
Indian, but Kotronias
Alexey Bezgodov has more
provides a world-class
than 30 years of experience
repertoire for Black,
with the Tarrasch and is one of
including a wealth of original the world’s greatest experts.
ideas and analysis. As well as The Art of the Tarrasch
providing detailed analysis, Defence is a deeply researched
the author also shares his
journey into the positional
considerable knowledge of structures, the key moments in
typical middlegame themes, the fight for the initiative, the
both positional and tactical. players and the variations.
Bezgodov has injected his main
A special selection of test
line, the neglected Kasparov
positions is provided,
System, with a lot of surprising
enabling the reader to
sharpen his tactical skills and ideas and presents new ways to
handle White’s offbeat
increase his middlegame
variations. He also shows that
understanding."
Kotronias on the King's
Indian Lulu.com
The Tarrasch Defence is one
of the most ambitious ways to
play against 1.d4. Black
immediately fights for the
centre, gets a lot of space and
develops his pieces without
Downloaded from

quite a few lines for Black with
a bad reputation are actually
good. He teaches how the
giants of chess have exploited
the many dynamic possibilities
of the Tarrasch Defence, and
he includes plenty of practical
exercises. This is a must-have
book for fearless players who
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wish to surprise their opponents from move one? The
and who like to play
Tarrasch Defense just may
aggressively with Black -- but be what you are looking for.
only with a reliable opening
Its advantages include: (1) It
with a sound positional
can be played against pretty
foundation.
much anything: 1.Nf3, 1.c4,
The Grandmaster Battle
1.g3, 1.d4. Play 1...e6, 2...d5
Manual SCB Distributors
The King's Indian Defence is and 3...c5 and you are there!
one of Black's most combative (2) It leads most of the time
responses to 1.d4. A favourite to a typical IQP pawn
of both Fischer and Kasparov, structure, and it is difficult
it remains a popular weapon for White to change the
course of the opening. (3)
at all levels of chess.
Grandmaster Vassilios
Black’s pieces naturally
Kotronias completes his epic enjoy open lines and active
series by tackling all major
posts so it’s easy to play the
variations after 1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 opening moves quickly and
g6 which were not covered in successfully! This book is
the previous volumes,
exceptional! Tarrasch
culminating in the mighty
exponents have been blessed
S misch System.

Opening Repertoire - The
Fianchetto System New In
Chess
A Complete Fighting
Repertoire against 1.d4! Do
you like active piece play?
Fighting for the initiative
Downloaded from

in the past years with some
excellent works, and this
book continues this happy
trend. It is both a detailed
reference manual and a
source of inspiration. For
example, in the main line
1.d4 d5 2.c4 e6 3.Nc3 c5
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4.cxd5 exd5 5.Nf3 Nc6 6.g3 this book – his first for
Nf6 7.Bg2 Be7 8.0-0 0-0
Russell Enterprises – he
9.dxc5, I was intrigued to see offers a thorough system for
such interesting analysis of Black against 1.d4. That
the unusual gambit line
includes responses to other
9...d4 as well as the main line systems such as the Colle,
9...Bxc5. I was also very
Trompowsky, London, etc.
impressed by the work that So, are you ready to stake
Vassilios put into the
your claim as Black, fighting
awkward sidelines such as
from the first move? The
3.Nf3 c5 4.cxd5 exd5 5.Bg5, Tarrasch may be just what
discovering a wealth of
you are looking for!
active possibilities in quiet- Bologan's King's Indian
looking positions. I am
Everyman Chess
certain that this book will
When Boris Avrukh released
become an essential tool
his 1.d4 repertoire books in
both for experienced
2008 and 2010, they caused
Tarrasch players and future a sensation. GM Michael
aficionados! – Grandmaster Adams remarked that "The
Matthew Sadler in his
high-quality Grandmaster
Foreword Greek
Repertoire series has taken
grandmaster Vassilios
this format to a completely
Kotronias is well-known for different level." Avrukh's
his excellent analytical work newly revamped 1.d4 series
and writing style which
has raised the bar even
presents the material in a
higher. Volume 2B
way that is comprehensive completes the series by
and easy to understand. In providing cutting-edge
Downloaded from
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to 9.Ne1. Once again, Kotronias
provides a turbo-charged
repertoire for Black, with a
plethora of novelties and original
analysis. As well as providing
detailed analysis, the author also
shares his considerable knowledge
of typical middlegame themes,
both positional and tactical. A
special selection of test positions is
provided, enabling the reader to
sharpen his tactical skills and
increase his middlegame
Beating the Caro-Kann Quality understanding."
Chess Uk Llp
The Fianchetto Solution Quality
The King s Indian Defense is one Chess Uk Llp
of Black s most dynamic and
Explains how to respond to and
aggressive responses to 1.d4. A
overcome White's various Flank
favourite weapon of both Fischer Openings. Kotronias's repertoire
and Kasparov, it remains a
is based on sound,
popular choice at all levels of
uncompromising play by Black,
play. In this, the third volume of seeking to nullify White's
the Kotronias on the King s
initiative, but keeping enough
Indian series, grandmaster
imbalance in the game to play
Vassilios Kotronias presents the for a win.
second part of his world-class
Experts Vs. the Sicilian
repertoire against the famous
Quality Chess
Mar del Plata variation, starting
from the position after 1.d4 Nf6 The Nimzo-Indian and
2.c4 g6 3.Nc3 Bg7 4.e4 d6 5.Nf3 Queen's Gambit Declined
0 0 6.Be2 e5 7.0 0 Nc6 8.d5 Ne7, are amongst black's
with the focus on 9.b4, 9.Nd2
soundest and most universal
and all other sensible alternatives

antidotes to tricky defenses
such as the Dutch, various
Benoni set-ups, Benko and
Budapest Gambits, and
anything else not covered in
volumes 1A, 1B & 2A. With
innumerable updates and
improvements to the
author's previous work, this
book is essential reading for
any ambitious 1.d4 player.
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A complete repertoire against 1.e4
answers to 1.d4. In his
with 1...c6; Written by an
trademark style, Milos
eminent opening expert; A rockinvestigates the most
solid grandmaster repertoire.
positional ways to proceed
Kotronias on the Kings
after 1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 e6. He
Indian Quality Chess
analyses all the critical lines
The subject of the book and
whilst also taking a close look
movie Searching for Bobby
at all the sidelines and gives
Fischer, Josh Waitzkin has
Black many new possibilities
long been the top-ranked
to spice up the game. We are
player for his age in the
convinced that this book will
United States and a role
bring you inspirational
model for chess-playing kids
games and results.
everywhere. Now, for the
Playing 1. E4 E5 Owl Books
The Caro-Kann is one of Black's first time, Waitzkin reveals
most reliable answers to 1.e4. It the aggressive tactics and
psychological techniques
is a regular favourite of elite
players, who know that computer- that have propelled him to
aided preparation now threatens the forefront of the chess
the sharpest lines of the Sicilian
world. His unique
or Ruy Lopez (at the very least
with a forced draw). The Caro- introduction to the game
combines solid instruction
Kann is less susceptible to such
forcing lines -- Black sets out to with stories about his
equalise in the opening, and win personal experiences that
the game later. Lars Schandorff capture all the excitement
reveals a bullet-proof opening
and tension of playing chess
repertoire and lucidly explains
at the championship level.
how Black should play the
middle and endgame. Features: Josh Waitzkin's Attacking
Downloaded from
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Chess presents nineteen
emerge victorious from the
different offensive strategies, black and white jungle.
progressing from the most Attacking Chess Quality
elementary, including forks, Chess
pins, skewers, and double
Seize the Initiative Right
threats, to the more
from the Start! Are you
advanced and sophisticated bored with slow
moves used by the world's maneuvering in systems
best players. Chapters such such as the the Italian game
as Minor Traps, The
with d2-d3 and the antiSeventh Rank and the Pig, Berlin? Do you enjoy
Mating Nets, and Quiet
confrontation in the center
Moves in Attack show how and sharp, tactical play?
anyone can develop a more Alex Fishbein shows how
aggressive and creative style the Scotch Gambit can give
of play. Each strategy is
you exciting yet sound
illustrated with examples
positions where you aim at
taken from actual games
the enemy king. In the
Waitzkin has played,
Scotch Gambit, White
described with all the gusto immediately strikes in the
and competitive intensity this center and attacks the
young master brings to his f7-pawn, provoking
craft. You can feel the heat concessions from Black. An
of battle throughout this
imbalance typically results,
action-packed manual -- it's where White has attacking
guaranteed to entertain and chances on the kingside.
inspire all students of chess The Scotch Gambit will
who want to learn how to
help you develop a finer
Downloaded from
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feeling for the initiative and lifelong 1.e4 player, Fishbein
improve your combinational is known for interesting and
vision. You will also better creative play.
Taming the Sicilian
understand strategic
Grandmaster Repertoire
concepts, such as weak
“Chuky, you’re a genius.”
squares of one color and
Leading grandmasters have been
pawn structure nuances.
heard to whisper these words,
Fishbein, an experienced
impressed with yet another
player and author, takes you brilliancy of Vassily Ivanchuk.
The Ukrainian wizard,
into a modern
grandmaster’s research lab. immensely popular with pros and
amateurs alike, has been a
Here, all ideas are
member of the world elite for
scrutinized and prepared for more than twenty years and is
use against an opponent who one of the most active players on
is similarly armed with the the international circuit.
latest theory and technology. Ivanchuk has finished first in all
The most critical responses major tournaments in the world,
at times with astonishing
for Black receive special
supremacy and always with
emphasis. Alex Fishbein is deeply creative chess. He has
an American grandmaster. won the Junior World
His peak world ranking was Championship, the Blitz World
#150. He was competitive in Championship and reached the
number two spot in the world
each of his four U.S.
rankings. Four times he was a
Championship appearances,
member of the team that won the
including in 2004 when he Chess Olympiad, once also
won the Bent Larsen prize claiming the individual gold
for the most
medal on first board. The
question why Ivanchuk, with his
uncompromising chess. A
Downloaded from
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phenomenal talent and
tactics. The variation he
uncompromising passion for the introduced in a tournament at
game, has never become World Mar del Plata, Argentina, fifty
Champion is something of a
years ago, is characterised by
mystery. The inability to handle fierce attacks by the opposing
stress has been suggested and he sides - White on the queenside
himself has pointed at periods of and Black on the castled king ‘black moods’ or
making for exciting games and
‘psychological crises’. Still,
many dashing Black wins. This
despite occasional erratic results, book contains not only up-to-date
he has always maintained his
theory and illustrative games, but
position among the very best. For also the author's own fascinating
this book Correspondence
narrative on the evolution,
Grandmaster and chess author
development and survival of his
Nikolay Kalinichenko has
counterattacking system which
selected 100 of Vassily
has stood the test of time and
Ivanchuk’s best and most
remained popular at grandmaster
instructive games, explaining his and club level.
moves and plans for club players. Beating Minor Openings New
The result is a fascinating and
In Chess
rewarding journey to ‘Planet
The Sicilian Defence is
Ivanchuk’, the extraterrestrial Black s most ambitious and
location where the sphinx from
popular defence to 1 e4.
Lvov is said to receive his best
Finding a suitable weapon
brainwaves.
against it has taxed many a
Your Chess Jungle Guide to 1.
grandmaster s brain. Should
D4! - Volume 1A - Aggressive
White dive into the labyrinth
Enterprise - QG Accepted and
of mountainous theory and
Minors New In Chess
Yugoslav Grandmaster Svetozar complications, in which the
player who knows the latest
Gligoric is firmly established as
one of the great pioneers of the theoretical wrinkle is likely to
King's Indian strategy and
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prevail, or should White abstain
and instead head for the more
tranquil waters of the various
Anti-Sicilians on offer? Perhaps
the answer lies somewhere inbetween! In this book,
Grandmaster Nigel Davies
tackles the Open Sicilian head
on, but still develops an easy-touse system for White based
upon the fianchetto of the
king s bishop. He arms the
readers with an impressive
repertoire which enables them
to face the Sicilian Defence
with renewed confidence.
*Covers all Black s possible
Sicilian defences *Ideal for club
and tournament players
*Written by an experienced
openings expert
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